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曼曲面到一任意流形的影射，它的調和影射發展方程式(evolution problem )問題。 
接著我們會討論分別由Chang，Ding&Ye[l]&* Chen&Dlng[3]所得到對於調和影 
射發展方程式的fMte time blow-up現象。最後就會討論由0化£&11&0[5]得出對於 
調和影射發展方程式問題的能量恆等式。 
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Abstract 
In this paper we will survey some interesting phenomena on harmonic maps 
on Riemann surfaces. W e first discuss the result of Parker [11] on the bubble tree 
convergence construction of a sequence of harmonic maps which is a refinement 
of the classical result of Sacks and Uhlenbeck [12]. Next we will discuss results of 
Struwe [13] on the evolution problem of harmonic maps from a Riemann surface 
to a general manifold. W e will then discuss the finite time blow-up phenomena 
for the evolution problem which are discovered by Chang, Ding & Ye [1] and 
Chen h Ding [3]. Finally, we will discuss the energy identity for the evolution 
problem which is obtained by Ding and Tian [5 . 
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Let M be a compact Riemann surface with metric tensor 7 = ^a|3 and N be a 
compact n-manifold with metric tensor g = gij which is isometrically embedded 
in R ^ for some k. For any differentiable maps u : M — N, we can define an 
energy density e{u) of u, in local coordinates x = (x^,x^), u = {v}, v?,..., u^) on 
M and N 
• ) = |Y^/v)"”•⑷嘉"嘉-•^ 
where repeated indices mean summation. The energy of u is then defined by 
E{u) = [ e{u)dM. 
JM 
Let u : M ~> N be a differentiable m a p . u is said to be a harmonic m a p if it is 
a critical point of the energy E{u). If u is a harmonic map, then it must satisfy 
the Euler-Lagrange equations 
— AMU = A{u){Vu, Vu)M-
where A[u) is the second fundamental form on N. 
4 
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Let M be a compact Riemann surface and N be a compact n-manifold. In 
this paper we will survey some results on harmonic maps from M to N. In [12 
Sacks and Uhlenbeck proved that given a sequence of harmonic maps from M to 
N with bounded finite energy, there exists a subsequence converge to a smooth 
harmonic m a p except at finite number of points. At each of these points, Sacks 
and Uhlenbeck proved that there exists a non-trivial harmonic m a p from S^ to 
N. 
W e will first follow the idea of Parker [11] which generalized the result of 
Sacks and Uhlenbeck in [12]. It is shown that given a sequence of harmonic maps 
/n from M to N with the energy E{fn) < Eo, there exists a subsequence such 
that it has a convergence subsequence except finitely many points. At each of 
these points, by suitable renormalization of the subsequence, we will have a m a p 
f from S^ to N which is called “ bubble" such that the renormalized sequence 
converges to f except finitely many points. Repeat this procedure we get bubbles 
on bubbles. Finally, we define a m a p called neck m a p and to show that the limit 
m a p is connected by proving the neck length and the energy loss is zero. 
W e are also interested in the evolution equation 
y 
dtu — Auu = _A(^z)(Vii, Vu); 
u{-,0) 二 1^ 0 
V 
where uo is a given m a p from M to N. 
The above equation was first considered by Eells and Sampson [6]. They 
consider M as a compact Riemannian manifold with dimension m and uo is a 
m a p from M to another compact n-manifold N. They proved that if the sectional 
curvatures of N are non-positive, then for any C^ initial data, the solution u{t)= 
u{t,x) exists for all t > 0 and by Hartman [8], it converges to a harmonic m a p 
as t — oo. But if the sectional curvatures do not satisfy the requirement, this 
may not be true. Then a question arises: if M is a compact Riemann surface, do 
we have similar properties as in Sacks and Uhlenbeck for the evolution equation 
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without the condition that the sectional curvatures of N is non-positive? 
In Chapter 3 we will first discuss the result of Struwe [13]. H e proved that 
given an initial m a p uo G H^^^{M, N) with finite energy, there exists a unique 
solution u : M x (0, oo) 一 N to the evolution problem which is regular except 
finitely m a n y points {xj, Tj). A n d at these points, again by suitable renormaliza-
tion, each will give us a non-constant harmonic m a p (pj from S^ to N (Theorems 
3.3,3.4). Some believed that there should be no singular points in this case due to 
a number of phenomena special to dimension two. For example Helein [9] proved 
that any weakly harmonic maps from surfaces are smooth. But in section 3.2, we 
will give two examples to show that the finite time blow-up occurs. The first ex-
ample was obtained by Chang, Ding & Ye [1] which they consider the initial data 
u^ is from a unit disk D ^ to unit 2-sphere S^. The second example was obtained 
by Chen k Ding [3] which the initial m a p belongs to some non-trivial homotopy 
class and the initial energy is small enough. Finally, we are interested in the rela-
tion between the limited m a p and bubble maps during construction, especially in 
terms of energy. In [13] Struwe showed that the energy satisfies an inequality, but 
in general it is believed that it should be an equality. In [5], Ding and Tian showed 
that given a sequence of maps Ui in lP)(JD,N) with bounded energy, where D 
is a unit disk, and assume that Ui converge strongly to Uo in H}:l[D\Q,N、but 
not strongly in H^^^{D, N) and the tension fields r{ui) = Aui + A(ui)(Vui, Vui) 
has uniform L^-norms bound, then there exists a subsequence and a finite set of 
harmonic maps (pj : S^ — N such that it satisfies the energy identity 
m 
lim E{ui) 二 E(uo) + V E((pj). i—OO ^~"‘ 
i=i 
The result of Ding and Tian will also be discussed in chapter 3. 
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1.2 Some basic theorem 
Before continue our work, we need some theorem which will be widely use in 
the following chapter. In the following theorem we use the following notations: 
Let fl be an arbitrary open connect set in M .^ Define ||i^ ||r,fi 二 (/^ ^ \uYdx)^ and 
〜二 (|^'鸯). 
Theorem 1.1. For any function u{x) G W2 {^) with compact support, the in-
equality 
1 1 
HU,n < /^ ||^ a^;|l2,0ll^ ll2,0 
is valid, where f3 is a fixed constant. 
Proof. Since u has compact support, therefore we only need to prove that 
1 1 
Mk,R2 ^ 0\\Ux 2,R2 U |，股2. 
By Poisson's Formula for a Newtonian Potential 
u{y) = [ ^\og\x-y\l\u{x)dx 
jR2欣 
= - ^ [ ^{x)—log\x-y\dx 
2n J^2 dxi dxi 
= - 7 ^ [ ^{x){xi - yi)\x - y\~^dx 
27T J^2 dXi 
- 1 f du Zi 
=TT" / - [ y + z)-dz 
27T J^2 dXi z\^ 
Divide R^ into two parts:{|2:| < cr} and {\z\ > cr|,cr > 0. 
u{y) = 7^ [ ^ { y + z ) ^ d z - ^ [ ^ { y + z)^dz 
27T 7|^|<^ dXi |2f 27T 7|^|>^ dxi |z|2 
= T T f |^(" + 之 ) " ^ 心 _ + / ^(y + z)ds, 
27T 7|^|<^ dxi |z 2 27va J|^|=^ 
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Multiply by 2a and integrate with respect to a from 0 to h > 0. 
[ � — • = - j : H \ < � ” � z 
——I u{y + z)dszda 
^ J\z\=a 
h^u{x) = ~^ [ ^ { y + z)^dz 
27T 7|^ |<^  dXi |2f 
——[ u{y + z)dz 
7T J\z\<h 
Therefore 
| ^ | < ^ j L i S t " + 4 ^ ' z 
+ 去 丄 ^ 争 參 
Let My, h) = /丨收\ ^ ( y + z)\]^dz, • h)=去 /丨收 \u{y + z)\dz. 
T h e n . , ( y , / . ) < / | , , , ^ c / . 
Choose a, b such that f + | = 1, a, b < 2. Then 
n M < [ ^ ^ 4 ^ 心 J\z\<h z 4十02 
< [ / (J^^^^r^^]i[ / (4r)2"-]* 
J\z\<h z 4 J\^\<h z ^2 
二 (/ K(. + .)r^^^)n/ 如* 
J\z\<h 1—2 7|z|</. ^' 
< ( / K{y + ^)l'dz)Hi[ 4^"z)i) 





bl(y,/^ )||4,R2 < —~~;7T7;^ 沪 ^X 2,E2 
(2 — 6)2(2 — a)4 
A n d 
^2(y,h) = ^ I \u[y + z)\dz 
^ J\z\<h 
< ^^IHII(/ Hy^z)Ydz)^ 
^ J\z\<h 
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1 
So, |h(y>)||4,R2 < ^|^|M|2,R2 A n d w e get 
|^ |^|4,R2 < Ah^ + Bh^ 
3 1 
for all h > 0 where A = ^^ J^ |'^ J^_^ 3^ ||^x||2,R2,^ = ^ I M k R 2 , 6 = i ^ = i The 
m a x i m u m of right hand side is obtain when h = ( | f ) ^ . So we get the result. 
• 
Lemma 1.1. Let M be a Riemannian manifold. There exists constants K, Ro > 
0 depending only on M such that for any R G (0, Ro] there exists a cover of M 
by balls B^, with the property that at any point x G M at most K of the balls ^{^i) 
B^{xi) meet 
Proof. Let j^ = {BR{xi) : Xi e M,UBR{xi) = M} be the family of all balls of 
4 4 
radius j 
In this family,choose a subfamily, denote it by T\ such that it satisfies: 
1. For any B ^ ) , B ^ ) G Ti,BR{xi)nBR{xj) = 0 if i ^ j 
4 4 4 4 
2. For any BR(xi) e T, there exist an element Bn{yi) G J\ such that BR{yi)^ 
4 \ , 4 4 
BR{xi)^^ 
4 
Then denote T^ = {5|(x^) : 5|(x^) G T^ If there exists a point y G M but 
y • BR{xi) for all BR{xi) G T2. Then dist[y,Xi) > f for all i. So, BR{y) fl 
2 2 
Bn {xi) = 0 for all i which is impossible. Therefore T^ is a cover of M. Let H = 
4 
{BR{xi) : BR{xi) e T2}. Obviously 7i is also a cover of M. Let x G Uf^^BR{xi) 
for some N. Then ^ ( x ) C ^ ( x , ) for i = l , 2 , . . . , iV . So, Nvol{Bn{x)) < 
Y^f^^ v0l{B2R{xi)) < C(M).Therefore N is a constant depends on M. That 
means at most N balls meet a point. • 
The next theorem is our main building blocks which can be found in Sacks & 
Uhlenbeck [12； 
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Theorem 1.2. Let M and N be Riemannian manifold. There are positive con-
stants Ci and 6o; depending only on M and N such that: 
(a) If f : M — N is harmonic and D{2r) is a geodesic disk of radius 2r with 
energy E{2r) 二 | fj^(2r) M/P ^ 句，—n 
sup|c//|2 < Cir-^E{2r). 
D{r) 
(b) If {fn} is a sequence of harmonic maps from a disk D{2r) with E{2r) < e。 
for all n, then there is a subsequence that converges in C^. 
(c) Any non-trivial harmonic map f : S^ — N has energy E{fo) > e。. 
(d) Any smooth finite-energy harmonic map from a punctured disk D — {0} to N 
extends to a smooth harmonic map on D. 
Chapter 2 
Bubble tree Convergence for a 
sequence of harmonic map 
In this chapter, we first consider a sequence of harmonic maps fn : M — N from 
a compact Riemann surface ( M , h) to a compact Riemannian manifold {N, g) 
with energy 
EUn) = \ f \dfn\' < Eo 
乙JM 
Our aim is to prove that the sequence fn — /oo on M\{xi,x2,.. -,Xk] and on 
each Xi we can renormalize it to get bubbles on bubbles. 
Lemma 2.1. Let hn be a sequence of metrics on M converging in C^ to h and 
fn be a sequence of hn-harmonic maps with E{fn) < Eo. Then there exists a 
subsequence of fn, a finite set of bubble points {x1,x2,. •. ,Xk} G M and a h-
harmonic map /00； M — N such that : 
1. fn — /00 in C^ uniformly on compact set in M\{xi,x2,. •., Xk} 
2. The energy densities e(/n) = iWul^di^hn satisfies 
k 
e(/n) — e(/oo) + X ^ rriib[x^ 
i=l 
11 
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as measure with rrii = lim^^o lim^^oo fD(xi,s) e[fn) > 句. 
i.e. for any measurable function g, f ge(Jn) — f ge{foo) + Z^t=i 19^i^{^i)• 
Proof. Let S > 0 be a fixed number. B y L e m m a 1.1, we get a cover of balls 
of radius 6 of M, denoted by Fi = {Bs{xi) : Xi e M , UBs{xi) = M} such 
that at any point x e M, at most K balls Bs{xi) meet. In this family, let 
Ai = {Bs{x) e Fi : Js*)e(fn) > eo for large n}. Then there are at most 
^ ^ balls in Ai. Otherwise the total energy will greater than Eo. Let Q{S)= 
UA,Bs{x). Then for all Bs{x) G Fi\Ai, we have E{fn,Bs{x)) < e。for infinitely 
m a n y n. So by Theorem 1.2(b), there exist a subsequence converges in C ^ on 
M\Q{6). Then for |, we get another cover of balls of radius | of M，denoted 
by F2 = {B6{xi) : Xi G M, UB6{xi) = M} with for any point x G M at most 
2 2 
K balls B^{xi) meet. Let A2 = {B6{x) G F2 ： /5,(^)e(/n) > eo for large n}. 
^ 2 ^ 
B y similar argument, there exist a subsequence converges in C ^ on M\11(|). B y 
induction, we have Fm = {B^{xi) : Xi e M, U^A(^：^ = 似 } , ^m = {B±{x) G 
^ m m m 
Fm ： /^ 6 (x) e[fn) > e。for large n}, then threre exist a subsequence converges in rn 
C^ on M\Cl{^) and as m 一 oo we get fn 一 /oo in C^ uniformly on compact set 
in M\{xi,..., Xk} where k < ^ . 
The m a p /⑴ is smooth and has finite energy since all E{fn) has bounded finite 
energy. Therefore it can be extended to a smooth harmonic m a p . 
The energy density converges as 
k 广 
e(/n) — e(/oo) + V rrii6{xi), rm = lim lim / e(/n) 
^ “On—oo^DOr”。 
which by definition we have rrii > eo 口 
The following lemma is a standard measure-theoretic facts about minimal surfaces 
which can be found in T.Parker [11 
Lemma 2.2. Let (M, g) be a closed Riemannian manifold and let N be a minimal 
surface in {M x R^, g + dx^ + dy^). Then there are constants CM, ^M > 0 such 
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that if Area{N) < eM, then 
(a) Area[N) < c^length^(^AT), and 
(b) For any ball B{p, 6) around p G N which does not contains any parts ofdN 
沪 
Area{NDB{p, S)) > j^. 
^^m 
N o w ,define C ^ = | min{eo,〜}. W e focus on one bubble point Xi and writing 
Xi and rrii as x and m . Let po be a constant such that disk L>(x,4po) does not 
contain any other bubble points. Let a sequence {e^} by setting e^ < min{po, • } 
be the largest number with 
f m 
i o ( _ ) ‘） < I ^ . 
Identify U with exp*/^ and D{x, 2e^) with Dn = i^(0, 2e^) in T ^ M . The pullback 
measure e{fn) on D n determines a center of mass c^ = (4, 4 ) with coordinates 
,._Jz..^M/n) 
厂 In. <fn) 
and a scale size A^ by K = smallest 入 such that/ e{fn) < CR. Then 
(cn,^n)x^{cn,^) 
we have: 
Lemma 2.3. After passing to a subsequence we have \cn\ < j^, K < 念,and 
there exists a constant Cs such that f{dDn) lies in the ball B{foc{x),警)vn N. 
Proof. B y definition, 
, .In.-^<fn) 
几一 LAfn). 
So, for all 8 > 0, 
J_Dn丨咖⑷  
'^ - SnAf^) 
=Sp^XDs l^|g(/n) + Jp, W / n ) 
= JZ^) 
2^ n !DADs e{U) + 5 /巩 e{U) 
— JZ^) ‘ 
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Then for k > 1, take 6 =諧,and denote Bk = _D(0,辭）and A^ = Dk\Bk. 
B y L e m m a 2.1 w e get that there exist Nk such that for all n > Nk, 
Sk'-1 ^ f ,n,8A:2 + l 
• ^ m < J ^ < U ) < - ^ , 
f m 
A ， - 研 
sup dist{fn{z)Joo{z)) < - , 
zedDk ^ 
sup |e(/n) - e(/oo)| < 1. 
Di\Bk 
Set Uk 二 nmx{Nk, l + n^-i} with n。= 1. Define a subsequence {fnJ- With this 
sequence, we have 
f “ � 24A;2 + i 
人” k|e(/nJ < 、 爪 ~ ^ ^ , 
^ f ' 广 � 8/c2 - 1 
丄 产 ) 2 - " ^ . 
Hence |c,J < 赛.Then if A^, =、•> we have 





for large k. 
Finally, apply Theorem 1.2(a) on disks in M with radius equal to the injectivity 
radius gives 
sup |c^ /oo|2 < C2E0. 
M 
Therefore 
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W e redefined the sequence fn^ by fk. 
N o w renormalize fn by three steps. Let Tn{z) 二 z + c^, An(^) 二 XnZ and cr be a 
stereographic projection which takes the north pole p+ to origin, south pole p— 
to infinity and the equator to the unit circle. Consider Rn 二 Tn 〇 A ^ o a on the 
domain Sn 二 i^il^(0, 2e^) and define the renormalized m a p s as 
fn = Kfn ： Sn —见 
Then w e observed that the domain exhaust S - {p~} as n — oo. W e observed 
that fn are harmonic with respect to metrics that converge uniformly in C ^ to 
standard metric gs on compact set in S — {p}. The energy of fn in Sn is, by 
definition the energy of fn in D n which is converge to m . 
Also, the energy of fn in the southern part of Sn, denoted by S~ is given by 
[eCfn) = [ e{U) + [ 4fn). 
Js- JDr^-D(0,en) JD{0,er,)-D{cnM) 
As n 一 oo, the first part tends to 0 and the second part is bounded by Cn. 
Therefore 
lim [ e{fn) = Ci 
^^^ Js-
exists and < CR. 
W e next find a convergence subsequence of {fn}- Choose a sequence of compact 
sets Kk such that Kj C Kj+i and Kk exhaust S — {p'}. For each k = 1, 2 , . . . , 
apply L e m m a 2.1 to fn on Kk, and take the diagonal subsequence. W e get this 
sequence, again denoted by fn converges in C^ on S — {yi,.. ‘，yi, p~} to a smooth 
harmonic m a p /⑷ and 
i 
e{fn) — (/oo) + Y ^ ― ⑷ + T{x)b{v') 
i=i 
with TRj > eo. First we observed that all secondary bubble points yj must on 
northern hemisphere, otherwise it will contradict to 
lim / e(/n) < Cn. 
几一⑴JSn 
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If E(foo) < 6o, then /oo is a trivial map and it must have at least one bubble 
point on northern hemisphere. 
W e repeat the renormalization around yj and iterate, we then get bubbles on 
bubbles. But the process must stop in finite times since each time energy reduce 
by Ci. So, we have a bubble tree. N o w , w e defined three important maps: Base 
m a p , Neck m a p and Bubble m a p . 
Inside D{0,2en), we define D n 二 D、Cn,、\ D'^ = D(cn,nXn) and A ^ = D n V K i . 
First w e define base m a p . Consider 
fn : M\ U, exp^M{Cn,U €n,i) — N. 
Since fr,{dD{cn^i,Cn^i)) lies in B{foo{xi),^). So extend U over /^ (cn,i,6n,i)) by 
setting 
— T 
fnAr,e) 二 一fn,i{^n,i,0) 
^n,i 
where (r, 0) are polar coordinates around x in M. Then we get base maps fn ： 
M — N which is given by 
• 
7/ m I /^(^' ^ ) ^f r > e r M 
f n { r , 0 ) = _ 
fn,i{r,e) ^f r<Cn,i. 
V 
Next we consider fn ： D'^ 一 N. Renormalized it as in section 1 will give us 
R*^f^ ： cr—iL)(0,n) 一 M. Similarly extend it to south pole give us the m a p 
Rfn,i : ^ — N. 
Finally w e define neck m a p as the m a p given by /nU„ • ^n — N . 
Before proving any other lemma, we first observed that 
sup e{fn) < 1 + sup e(/oo) < 1 + C2E0 < C5, 
Di-D(0,^) 
^ ‘—  
s u p e{fn) < 1 + s u p e(/oo) < Ce-
o--iD(0,n) 
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Also we have for n large enough 
[ e{U) < [ \drfn\' + \r-'defn\'rdrdO 
JD{Cn,en) JD{Cn,en) 
= r 广 / • , �+ \r-%fn\'rdrdO. 
Jo Jo ^n 
But we have | ^ ^ ^ | < 亭 and \r-^defn\ < \dfn\ < V ^ , so 
n^ '^  
[ <U) < 2^ r \ d r x { ^ \ c , ) < ^ . 
JD(Cn,en) Jo ^^n 几 
Similarly result holds for Rfn,i-
Lemma 2.4. (a) fn — foo in L” 门 C^ on M. 
(h) Rf^ — foo in 丄1，2 n C° on compact sets in ^ - {y1,y2,.. •, Vi]-
(c) r{x) = limsup^E(/nUn) and 
EUn) — E { U + X^(r(x , ) + lim ^(/n, .J)-
\ , ^~^ n-^oo 
Proof. First for n > k > 1 
[e{h) = [ e{h) + [ e{U) 
JDk JDk-D'^ JD'^ 
< Q(i+a 
n^ 
B y triangle inequality 
dist(/“i^),/ooO^)) < disi{fn{Dn)Joo{x)^2ek sup |c(fn| 
Dk—Dn 
< ^ + 2efcV .^ 
n 
So for all S > 0，there exists k large enough such that e^, /^^ e(/n), and 
dist{fn{Dk)Joo{x)) < 6 for all n > k. For this k, we have fn — foo in C^ on 
M - Dk and 
[{e{fn - e ( / o o ) | + supdist( / , (z) , /ooW) < c,S 
JM zeM 
for large n. So we have fn — foo in L^'^ 门 C° on M . 
B y similar argument, we can show that R f ^ — /⑵ in L、。门 C。on compact sets 
in Sa： - {l/i,y2,...,yz}- 口 
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N o w we redefine the neck m a p 4>n ‘ [•, ^ n] x S 一 N by 
Mt,0) = fn{ene-\0). 
W e observe that T^ — 00 as n — 00. W e now define two numerical quantities: 
r{x) 二 limsupE(0n,aO, 
7X~>00 
p{x) = limsup sup dist(0n(P), ^n(g))-
n—00 p,qe[0,Tn]xS^  
where r(x) is the energy loss and i/(x) is the neck length. 
Theorem 2.1. At each bubble point x we have r{x) = v{x) 二 0. 
Before we go on, we consider f : D — M with energy E(f) and the Hopf 
differential 
ijfdz' = (|/.P — |/,|2 - 2z < f,Jy >)dz\ 
Find the unique solution to 
‘ 5 ^ = 0 
< dg = -bh 
^|aD = 0. 
\ 
Then set F = (/, z + 0 : D — M x C . 
Then we have 如=^f + ^d^dz = 0 which means F is conformal. 
Since i|jf is holomorphic and L^-norm of ^ / is given by 
j m< Jm'^\fy\r = m f y 
Therefore |V^| < CiE{f) and l\d{z^O\^ = 1 + ¾ ^ < 1 ^ 4 E \ f ) which implies 
for any A C D 
/ / ⑷ = / / ( & 1 + ¾ ^ 
< j^e{f) + Area{A)(l + 4E^f)) 
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and for any circle Sr C D of radius r 
p27V 
length{F{Sr)) < / 丨汰/| + |场(乏 + ‘)|浙 
Jo 
< lengtHf{Sr)) + 2r{l + clE^f)). 
N o w w e begin out proof. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Define F^ ： D^ — M x C by Fn = (fn, z + ^n) where ¢^ 
satisfy 
‘d^n = 0 
< ^ n = -\^U 
^nldDn = 0. 
\ 
Since energy of conformal m a p is equal to area of the image, so let E ^ = Fn{An). 
Then 
Area(EO = E{F^) < E{U) + Area(AJ(l + clE\f)) < C^ + C<. 
Therefore as n large enough, we have Area(S^) < ^M and as n — oo, 
length(aS,) < length(/n(aAO + 2e,(l + clE^f)) — 0. 
Therefore apply L e m m a 2.2 we get 
E{fn) < E{Fn) = Area(E,) < culength^dEn) — • 
which means r{x) = 0. Next we show that u{x) = 0. 
First for all 6 > 0, since length(^E^) — 0, so there exist P, Q G M x C such that 
d^nCB{P,6)UB{Q,6) 
for all large n. Since Area(Sn) < c^length^(aEn), we m a y assume that for large 
n, 
沪 
Area(En) < ^ ^ -8¾ 
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If there exists a point R G S ^ such that R g B{P, 28) U B(Q, 26), then we have 
沪 
Area(E^) > j ^ 
^^M 
which has contradiction. So E ^ C B{P,2S) U B{Q,26) which implies S^ C 
B{P, 4:S) for all large n and hence u{x) = 0. 口 
Chapter 3 
Heat Flow of Harmonic Maps on 
Riemann Surface 
In this chapter, we will discuss the result of Struwe [13] on the heat flow for 
harmonic maps on surfaces. First, we consider the solution of the problem u : 
M~^N 
y 
< dtu — AMU = A{u){Vu, Vu); (3 工) 
u{-,0) = uo 
V 
where M is a Riemann surface with metric tensor 7«^, N is an n-manifold with 
metric tensor Qij which is isometrically embedded in R ^ for some k, A(u)(Vu, Vu)u = 
(7^^rlj(u)^u'^u^), (7"O 二（7a/5)-i and r;j is the Christoffel symbols of the 
metric g = gij. 
3.1 Existence of unique solution to the evolu-
tion problem 
Throughout this chapter we will use the following notations frequently. Define 
e{u) = h^^{x)gij{u)^u'^u^ is the energy density, and E[u) = f^ e{u)dM is 
the energy of u. 
21 
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Ml = M X [5,t],M^ 二 M X [0,T:. 
W e consider functions in the space 
V{Mj]N) 二 {ix : M j — 7V| u is measurable,esssup,<^<r/^\Vu{-,t)fdM + 
f � J ^ |V^|2 + \dtu\^dMdt < 00}, 
B^{x) = {y G M\\x-y\ <R}, 
ER{u; x) == jBM^e(u)dM, 
e(iQ = e(i^;i^,T) = sup(T，t)eMTE^C^(-,Z);T). 
iJi，2(M, N) is the usual Sobolev space. 
3.1.1 Some Basic Estimates 
Lemma 3.1. There exist constants c,Ro > 0 depends only on M and N such that 
for any u G V{M^; N)，any R G (0, Ro], any x G M, there holds the estimate 
[T [ \Vu\^dMdt < c • esssupo<t<T [ \Vu\^{-,t)dM 
Jo JB^{x) -— ^B^(x) 
X , r [ \V^u\^dMdt + R—2 r [ \Vu\^dMdt • 
\Jo JB^{x) Jo JB^{x) 
Proof. Let W ( t ) = (measB^(a:))—i J •“(.，t)dM be the m e a n value of V n . 
R � � 
B y Theorem 1.1, we get that 
r [ \Vu\^dMdt < c [ [ \Vu-^\^dMdt 
Jo JB^{x) Jo JB^{x) 
+ c [ [ \ ^ \ ^ d M d t 
Jo JB^ {x) 
< c esssupo<t<T / |Vt/, — Vu\^dM 
— - - J B ^ { x ) 
m pT 
n V ^ u \ ^ d M d t + c / {measB^{x))-^ 
_ J^{x) Jo 
[ Vu{-,t)dM{^dt 
JB^{x) 
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where c is a constant depends on T and R. Since q = Vu{-,t) minimizes 
/_eM(aO |Vu(.，Z) — ^ ? ^ ^ we have for a.e. t G [0,T 
[ \Vu{-,t)-V^{t)\^dM< [ |Vn(-,t)|^M. 
JB^{x) JB^{x) 
Moreover, by Holder's inequality, w e have 
4 
[ Vu{-,t)dM < (/ \Vu{-,t)\dM)^ 
JB^{x) JB^{x) 
< [(/ |V^-,t)|^M)i(/ ldMf^f 
JB^{x) Js^{x) 
={measB^{x)f [ \Vu{-,t)\^dMf 
Js^{x) 





[T [ \^\^dMdt < c{measB^{x)Y^ 
Jo JB^ {x) 
(esssupo<,<T [ |V^-,t)|^M) 
- - J B ^ { x ) 
rjn 
[ [ \Vu{',t)\^dM. 
Jo JB^ {x) 
So, 
[ [ \Vu\^dMdt < c esssupo<t<T [ \Vu\^dM 
Jo JB^{x) _一 JB^{x) 
r^ 
( [ [ \V\\^dMdt + {measB^{x))-^ 
Jo J B ^ {x) 
rj^ 
[ [ \Vu{;t)\^dM) 
Jo J B ^ (x) 
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< c esssupo<t<r / \Vu\^dM 
— _ 一 JB^(x) 
( [ [ \W^u\^dMdt 
Jo J B ^ {x) 
rj^ 
+ i r 2 [ [ |Vn(.,t)|^M). 
Jo JB^{x) 
• 
Lemma 3.2. There exist constants c,Ro > 0 such that for any u G V{M^;N), 
any R G (0, Ro], there holds the estimate 
[ ( V u ^dMdt < c • esssup.^ ^ .^M^ f \Vu\^dM 
Jo JM — ’ JB^(x) 
. ( r [ \V^u\^dMdt + R-^ [ [ \Vu\^dMdt). 
Jo JM 九 ^M 
Proof. Choose a cover {B^{xi)} of M with properties as L e m m a 1.1. Apply 
Lemma(3.1) on each B^{xi) and add together,we get 
V r f Vu ^dMdt < y " ( c esssupo<,<T / \Vu\^dM 
^Jo JB^{x,) i 一― JBM{-i) 
( [ [ \V^u\^dMdt 
Jo JB^{xi) 
+ir2 [T [ |v^ (-,t)|^ M)). 
Jo JB^{xi) 
But the left hand side is greater than f�/^\Vu\^dMdt and the right hand side 
can be bounded by 
K . esssup(deMT [ \Vu\'dM .(厂[\V'ufdMdt + R'' [ [ \Vu\'dMdt) 
’ JB^{x) Jo JM Jo JM 
where K is the constant in L e m m a 1.1. • 
Lemma 3.3. There exist a constant c = c(N) such that for any solution u G 
V{M^]N) of (3.1) there holds the estimate 
I latupc/M^^ < cE{uo). 
JM^ 
Moreover,E{u{',t)) is absolutely continuous on [0,T] and non-increasing. 
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Proof. Multiply (3.1) by QijdtU^ and integrate. Then Vs,tG [0,T； 
[gij{u)dtu'dtU^dMdt - j {AMU + A{u){Vu, Wu)MY9ijiu)dtu^dMdt 二 0 
JMI J M| 
[gij{u)dtu'dtU^dMdt+ [ < Vu,V{^) > = 0 
JM| JMl 饥 
[gij{u)dtu'dtu'dMdt + i [ ^ < Vu,Vu > = 0 
JMi 2 JM!批 
[gij{u)dtu'dtu'dMdt + [ ^E{u{-,t))dt = 0 
JMt Js 批 
[]dM^dMdt + [ ^E{u{',t))dt = 0. 
JMi Js dt 
Therefore 
[\dtu\^dMdt 二 丑(以(.,0)) — E{u{-,T)) < c{N)E{uo). 
JM^ 
Since 0 > 一 /^. \dtu\^dMdt 二 /: *E(u(., t))dt 二 E(u(., s)) - E(u(； t)). 口 
Lemma 3.4. There exist a constant ci 二 ci(iW",7V) such that for any solution 
U e V{M^;N) of (3.1),any R G (0,i?o]； and any {x,t) e M^ there holds the 
estimate 
ER{u{-,ty,x)<E2R{u{;0);x) + ci^E{uo). 
Proof. Let ^  e C^{B^R{x)) and satisfies 0 < ^p < 1, (^  三 1 on B^⑷，\V^\ < |. 
Multiply equation (3.1) by gij{u)dtu^(f^ we get 
[gij{u)dtu'dtu'(p^ — (Auu + A(u)(Vu, Vu)MT9iA^'^^dMdt 二 0. 
JM^ 
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Therefore,by Young's inequality, 
[\dtu\^ip^dMdt + [ ^e{u)cp^dMdt 
JM^ JM^ 壯 
=[g,j{u)dtu'dtu'if^dMdt + [ ^e{u)if^dMdt 
JM^ ^M* 耽 
< c / \Vu\\dtu\\V^\^dMdt 
JM^ 
< -([\dtu\�2dMdt+[ \Vu\^\Vip\^dMdt) 
—2 Jj^t JM^ 
� £(( \dtu\�2dMdt + ~^[ \Vu\^dMdt). 
2 JM^ K JMt 
So,by Lemma (3.3) 
ER{u{-,t),x) < [ e{u{;t)^'dM 
JM 




Lemma 3.5. There exists a constant ei > 0 such that if e{R) < e i � f o r any 
solution u G V{M^] N) of (3.1) and any number R e (0, Ro] there holds the 
estimate 
[\V\\^dMdt < cE{uo){l + TR-^). 
JMT 
Proof. Multiply (3.1) by Aj^u and integrate over M^ give us 
/ < dtu - Auu, Auu > dMdt 
JM^ 
= [ < A{u) {Vu, Vu)，AMU > dMdt 
JMT 
[ < dtu, Auu > dMdt - / \AMu\^dMdt 
JM^ JMT 
二 [ < A{u) {Vu, S/u), AMU > dMdt 
JM^ 
1 [ — < Vu, Vu > dMdt + / \AMu\^dMdt 
2 jM^ dt JM^ 
< c / |Vi^|2|AM—c^Mc^. 
_ JM^ 
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where c depends on M , N. B y Young's inequality, 
c[ Vu^\AMu\dMdt < l f \AMu\^dMdt^^ [ \Vu\^dMdt 
JM^ 2 Jj^T �JM^ 
< - I |AMy4Mc?* + 
—2 J^T 
ce{R){ [ \V\\^dMdt + ^E{uo)). 
JMT K 
Also,integration by parts gives the estimate 
[\AMu\^dMdt> [ \V^u\^dMdt - c [ \Vu\^dMdt. 
JM^ JM^ JMT 
Therefore if e{R) < ei for some ci > 0 depends on M , N we obtain the result. • 
L e m m a 3.6. For any numbers e, r, Eo > 0，Ri G (0, Ro] there exists a number 
S > 0 such that for any solution u G V{M^;N) of (3.1) and any I C [r, T] with 
measure \I\ < S there holds the estimate 
[([\Vu\^dM)dt < e, 
Jl JM 
provided e{Ri) < ei, E{uo) < Eo. 
Proof. W e prove it by contradiction. Suppose not, i.e. 3e, r, Eo > 0, Ri G (0, Ro 
such that for any 6 > 0, 3 ^ G V{M^, N) and any I C [r, T] with measure \I\ < 6, 
satisfies: 
1. u is a solution of dtU - Auu = A(u)(Vu, Vu), 
2. f^f^|Vu|^dMdt>e, 
3. e(Ri,u,T) < €1, 
4. F(u( ;0) )<Eo. 
Take S =丄，we can find a sequence U m satisfy the above condition. 
m ‘ 
Therefore by Lemma(3.3), 
[ldtUmfdMdt<cE{Um{-,0)) 
JMT 
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where c depends on N only and by Lemma(3.5) 
[|VVn|4Mc^ < cEK(-,0))(l + Ti^ r') 
JM^ 
where c depends on M and N . A d d together w e have: 
[\dtUm\^ + {V^UmfdMdt < d(Eo,T,Ri). 
JM^ 
Also E{um{',t)) is non-increasing, therefore 
EM,t)) < E{um{'M < Eo Vt G [0,T] V m . 
i.e. J ^ \ V u m \ ^ d M d t < E o . 
So, 3 subsequence U m such that u^, — u weakly, dfUm , dtU, 
V^Um ^ v ^ weakly in L^(M^) and Vum — Vi^ strongly in L^{M^). 
Therefore as m — oo, u is a weakly solution and u G V{M^, N). 
B y L e m m a (3.3) E{u{-,t)) is absolutely continuous in [0,T. 
In particular, E{u{-,t)) is continuous. Therefore Vu is continuous in [0,T] with 
respect to L^-norm. Since [0,T] is compact, therefore 3R = R{e) > 0 such that 
e{2R,u,T) < e. 
Assume Vu^ 一 V n in L^{M) for t G [0,T] almost everywhere. Let 0 < ti < 
T < t2 < •.. < i>L < T = tL+i having distance 
ei?2 
ti+i — ti\ < - ^ 1 = 1,2，. •.，L 
Cl^ O 
with ci is the constant such that 
t — ti 
En{u{-, t);x) < E2R{u{-, ti)]x) + ci-^E(ao). 
Since Vum — Vtt in L^{M), therefore 3 m o such that for m > mo 
[\Vum{-,ti)-\/u{-,ti)\^dM < e V/ = l，2，— .,L. 
JM 
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So, for ti = max{tj : tj < t} 
t — ti 
ER{Um{',t);x) < E2R{Um{-,ti); x) + Ci-^^(^o) 
< E2R{u{-,ti)',x)^2e 
< 3e 
uniformly for (x,T) G M j . Therefore by Lemma(3.2) and L e m m a (3.3) 
j i j \Wum\^dMdt < cej^ j \V\m\^dMdt + ^Eo. 
Take I C [r,T] such that \I\ < i?, then 
ji j \\^Um\^dMdt < ce{cEo{l + J^) + ^Eo < c � 
which has contradiction to ]\ /^\Vum\^dMdt > e. 口 
Lemma 3.7. Let u G V{M^; N) ftr>o C�MT., N) he a regular solution to (3.1). 
Then for any r > 0 the Holder norms of u and its derivatives may be estimated 
uniformly on Mj by quantities involving only E(uQ),T,T and R, provided e{R) < 
ei. 
Proof. First, by (3.1), we get 
[\AMu{-,t)\^dM<c [ \Vu{;t)\^ + \dtu{-,t)\^dM. 
J M J M 
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Differentiate (3.1) w.r.t. t, multiply with dtU and integrate over M^ r < s < t < 
T 
/ < dtdtu - dtAuu, dtu > dMdt 
JMl 
二 f < dtA{u){Vu,Vu),dtu > dMdt 
JMl 
-[dt\dtu\^dMdt — I < AM{dtu),dtu > dMdt 
2 JMl JMl 
= [ < dtA{u){Vu, Vu), dtu > dMdt 
JM! 
-[dt\dtu\^dMdt+ [ <V{dtu),V{dtu)>dMdt 
2 Jut JMi 
= [ < dtA{u){Vu,Vu),dtu > dMdt 
JMl 
-[dt\dtu\^dMdt+ [ \V{dtu)\^dMdt 
2 JM* JMl 
< c [ |^u|2|V^x|2+|ftti||Vt/||V^i^|c/Mdt. 
— ^M| 
B y Young's inequality, we have 
1 [ dt dM^ + / \Vdtu\^dMdt < ^ [ \Vdtu\^dMdt + c [ \dtu\^\Vu\^dMdt, 
2 JMl JMt 2 JMl JMl 
and by Holder inequality, 
[\dtu\^\Vu\^dMdt < ( [ \dtu\^dMdt [ \Vu\^dMdt)-2. 
JM| JMt JMl 
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N o w w e need to estimate fj^t \dtu\^dMdt. As in the prove in Lemma(3.1), let 
d^{t) = {measB^{x)-^ f^M^,^ dtu(-,t)dM. Then 
f t [ dtu ^dMdt < ci [ ' [ \dtu-^\^dMdt + C2 [ [ \d^\^dMdt 
Js JB^{x) Js JB^{x) Js JB^{x) 
< ciesssups<T<t / 1¾^ — dtu]^dM 
— _ - JB^ix) 
X [ f \Vdtu\^dMdt 
Js JB^{x) 
+C2 [\measB^{x))-'\ [ dtudM\^dt 
Js JB^{x) 
< [cs(esssup,<^ <^  / \dtu{-,T)\^dM 
—_ JB^{x) 
+ [ [ \Vdtu\^dMdt)]^. 
Js JB^{x) 
So, /^, \dtu\^dMdt < [c4(esssup,<,<, fM \dtu{； r)l'dM + /； /^ \Vdtu\^dMdt)]\ 
B y Lemma(3.6), if t — s < S small enough, we have 
[dtu(-,t)l^dM<c^ inf [ {dtu{-,s)]^dM. 
JM ' 货 」 饥 
Estimate the infimum by mean value gives 
esssup2,<,<T [ \dtu{-,t)\'dM < C6(l + r_i)/ \dtu\^dMdt 
- - JM J K 
<。6(1+厂1沖0). 
Similarly, we get the estimate for 
[|W(.,t)|4dM < cxesssnp^,,^^MTER{u{;s),x){[ |V^(-,t)|^M + i^-^K)). 
JM ， 丁 JM 
Therefore, if e{R) < ei is small enough,we get uniform estimate for t e [r, T], 
[|VV-,t)p(fM < cE{uo){l + T—i + R - � , 
J M 
where c depends on M, N, E{uo),T, T and R. By using Theorem 9.1 and Lemma 
3.3 in [10], we get the Holder estimates for u. 口 
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Lemma 3.8. The solutions u^ G V{M^; N) is compact in V{M^; N) if the ini-
tial data is compact in i7^'^(M, N), Um{0) — ^^o as m — 00，provided e{R; Um, T) < 
6i for some R G (0, Ro . 
Proof. Since by L e m m a 3.6, we have for all e > 0，there exists S > 0 such that 
/j Ju l^Urr,]^dMdt < e for all m, and I such that meas{I) < S. Suppose Um — u 
a.e., dtUm — dtu weakly,V^m — V ^ weakly in L^{M^), V u m — •以 strongly 
in L \ M ^ ) . 
Denote v^ 二 Um — u and \Vwm] 二 |V"m| + |Vn|. Then 
dtVm - A^^| = lA{Um){VUm, VUm) " A{u){Vu, Vu) 
< Ci\Vu^\\VUm - Vn| + C2\Vu\\VUm — V^ z| + ¢^ 1¾^ - u\\Vu\^ 
< C^{\^Vm\\^Wm\ + W | V ^ m | 2 ) . 
Multiply by - A v ^ , integrate it and using Young's inequality we get that 
[(-\VVm\^ + |At;^n < C5 [ (Kn|2|V^m|4 + \VVm\^\VWm\^). 
JMT dt JMT 
But J^r |Awm|2 > fMT |V^mP " ^6 J^T lV^p. So we get that 
[^ivi|2+/ ivvr-c6 [ iv^ p 
JMT at JMT JMT 
< C5 [ (Kn|2|V^ m|4 + |V^ |2|V^ m|2). 
JMT 
i.e. 
[|V^(.,T)|2+ [ |V%J2 
JM JMT 
< [|VWm(.,Q|2 + C5/ (Knr|Vl^rn|4+|V^r|V^m|2). 
JM JMT 
By Vitali's Theorem, we get the left hand side tends to 0. Similarly we get the 
estimate 
[\dtVmfdMdt < C7 [ |ZVUm|2 + \Vmf\VWm\^ + \VVm\^\Vw^\^ 
JMT JMT 
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which is also tends to 0. 
Therefore 
^^11 = eSSSUPo<t<T I | V W m | 2 + / |VVn|2 + |ft”m|2dMc^ 
- - JM JM^ 
which is tends to 0. Hence Um — u strongly in V{M^, N). 口 
The following theorem is to show the uniqueness of solutions to (3.1) in the 
class V{M^]N). 
Theorem 3.1. [Uniqueness Theorem] Suppose u1,u2 G V(M^;N) are solu-
tions to (3.1) with i^i(-,0) 二 t^2(-,0) 二 uo. Then ui = u2 in M^. 
Proof. Let v 二 ui — u2 and denote \VU\ 二 |V^ i^| + |Vt^ 2|. From (3.1), we get 
dtv - AMv\ < c{\v\\WU\^ + |Vv||V[/|). 
Multiply by v and integrate 
1 f v(- t) ^dM+ f Vv^dMdt < \ [ \Vv\^dMdt + C2 [ \v\^\VU\^dMdt 
2 JM ’ JMt 2 JMt JMt 
N o w J^r \v\^\VU\^dMdt < (f^, lvl^dMdt J lVUl^dMdt)i. As the proofofLemma(3.1), 
w e get 
[\v\^dMdt < c3( sup [ {v{;s)l^dM+ [ \Vv\^dMdtf. 
JM^ 0<s<t JM JM^ 
B y Lemma(3.2) we can assume 3 5 G (0,T] such that 
c3 [ |Vq&M(^  < (4Q)-2. 
JMS 
N o w choose t e [0, 5] such that supo<3<5 Iu 卜(.，^)P^^ = S u I”(.， )^?dM. 
So, we get / ^ \v{-,t)\^dM + /^, \Vv\^dMdt = 0 which implies v = 0 on M ^ . 
Iterating we get the theorem. ^ 
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3.1.2 Existence Result 
N o w we can prove the main result in this section. The first one is a local existence 
result. A n d the second one is using the local existence result to constructed the 
global existence result. 
Theorem 3.2. For any initial value uo G H^^^{M;N) there exists a number 
T 二 T(uo) > 0 and a solution u G f]j.,^j.V{M^']N) of (3.1) with ^x(.,0) 二 uo. 
T(uo) is characterized hy the condition 
lim sup e{R, T') > ei Vi? G (0; Ro.. 
T'—T 
The solution u is unique and regular on M x (0，T] with exception offinitely many 
points {x\T), 1 < 1 < L, characterized hy the condition 
\imsupER{u{',T')\^^) > ei \fR G (0 ;¾] 
T'—T 
where ei is the smallest one in Lemma 3.5,3.6,3.7. Finally, E{u{-,t)) isfimtefor 
t G [0, T] and non-increasing. 
Proof. First approximate u�in H�2[M, N) by regular initial data u^o with 
Um0{x) -Uo{x)l < ^ 
f f L 
for all X e M. Then by local existence result in [7], we get for all m, there exists 
a unique local regular solution Um ： M x [0, t^) — N, where T ^ depends on Umo, 
which L e m m a 3.5, 3.6，3.7 are valid. 
N o w since Umo — uo in iJ^'^(M, N\ so 3R > 0 and K large enough such that 
E2R{UmQ,x) - E2R{U0,X) < j 
for m > K and 
6i 
E2R[u0,x) < —, 
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So, w e have 
E2R{um0,x) < 警 + j = 昔 . 
B y L e m m a 3.4, we have 
EnM, t),x) < E2RM, 0),4 + cr^E[uo). 
Therefore there exists T\ = ？二：) < 力爪 such that 
^(t^m(-,Ti),x)<| + | = ei. 
So, by L e m m a 3.8, u ^ — u in V{M^\N) and u solves the equation with initial 
data u{', 0) 二 uo. 
Uniqueness is follow by uniqueness theorem. To obtain the characterization of 
T = T{uo) the maximal existence time of u, we prove it by contradiction. Suppose 
T = T{uo) is the maximal existence time but for some R > 0, and all x G M 
limsup^K-,T'),:r) < ei 
T'—T 
B y L e m m a 3.7, u m a y be continuous extended to the closed interval [0,T] and 
u(-, T) is smooth and hence can extend to a larger interval, which is a contradic-
tion. 
Energy estimate follows from L e m m a 3.3 and since 
Vu{-,r)^Vu{-,T) 
weakly in L^{M) as T, ~> T. For finiteness of singularity, by L e m m a 3.4 
T, 
ER{u{', T'); x') < E2R{u{; 0), x') + ci-E{uo) 
where {xKT) is singular points. So if there has infinite m a n y singular points, we 
get a contradiction to finite energy. 口 
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Theorem 3.3. For any initial value uo e H^'^(M;N) there exists a unique so-
lution u of (3.1) on M X [0, oo) which is regular on M x (0，oo) with exception 
of at most finitely many points {x^T^), 1 < 1 < L, characterized hy the condition 
that 
limsup^(it(-,T),x^) > ei \/R G (0,¾]-
T—Ti 
T<Ti 
Proof. B y Theorem 3.2, for any i^ o ^ H�\M,N�there exists local solution u 
on some domain M^' which is regular on M x (0,Ti) with exception of finitely 
m a n y points (x^Ti), 1 < 1 < Li. Let m 二 u�Ti). For all R G (0,i^], 
M' C M\ U £ i B ^ V ) ’ we have 




< limsup(^;(u(-,T)) - Y ^ ER(u(., T), x^)) 
T—T; 1=1 
T<Ti 
< E{uo) - Li6i. 
Pass to limit as R — 0，M' — M and we have 
E{ui) < E(uo) 一 Li6i 
and ui e ifi，2(M,A0. So by Theorem 3.2, we can extend the solution to some 
larger interval [Ti, T2] • Iterating our process will get there exists a solution u : M x 
(0, 00) ^ N. The finiteness of singular points follows by finite initial energy. • 
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3.1.3 Behaviour of solutions near singular points 
In the previous section, we know that the solution exists except finitely m a n y 
points. In this section, we are interested in these singular point. Here is the 
theorem: 
Theorem 3.4. Let u be the solution to (3.1) constructed in Theorem 3.3, and 
suppose (xo,T),T < oo, is an singular point where 
limsnpER{u{',t),xo) > ei ^ R e (0,¾:. 
t^T 
t<T 
Then there exist sequence Xm — a^o, tm < T, tm — T, Rm ^ (•, Ro],Rm — • anJ a 
regular harmonic mapping u^ : M? 一 N such that as m — oo 
MiU，(Tm，tm)(.,0)—环 
locally in H^^^R^]N). 
u^ has finite energy and extends to a smooth harmonic map S^ — N. 
Proof. Let x \ ..., x^ be all singular points of u at time T, characterized by 
limsupER(u(-,T');x^) > ei 
T'—T 
for all R e (0, Ro]. Let p G (0, f ] such that Bf{x^) H B^{x^) = 0 for 1 + k. B y 
Theorem 3.3，there exists Ti < T such that u G V ( M ^ , A O . 
So for any 1, take Rm — 0, Rm G (0, R^],x^ — o;', tm — T, tm < T such that 
sup ER^{u{-,t),x) = ER^{u{-,tm),Xm) = 1^-
Ti<t<tm 
xeBp{x^) 
Note that by L e m m a 3.4, 
t — t 
61 = ERjM.,tm),Xm) < E2Rju{-, t),Xm) + C i - ^ ^ E ^ ) . 
^m 
Therefore for any t G [tm — C4i?^, ^ m] where C4 = 2^Jp^, then we have 
E2Rm{u{-,t),Xm) > ^ 
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for any t G [tm — C4R^, t^ . 
B y L e m m a 3.5 we have 
f \W^u\^dMdt < c5E{u0). 
JM^^ D2 tm-<^A^m 
B y scaling U m = u { R m X + x^, R ^ t + tm) and let 
V{Um) = {{x,t) ： RmX + x^ G B,(T);i^^t + t^ > 0}, 
Then for all t G [-c4, •]’ we have 
E2M,t),O) 二 E2R^{u{-,t),Xm) > I 
sup Ei{um{y,t),x) = sup ER^{u{-,t),x) < 61 
-c4<t<0 tm-c4R^<t<tm 
{x,t)ev{um) xeBp{x^) 
( \V^Um\^dMdt = [ .…十{VM'dMdt < c 
/ -c4<t<0 J t m - C 4 R l ^ < t < t m 
^ {x,t)&V{Um) xeBp{x^) 
[ \dtUm\^dMdt = [ M,,,f \dtu\^dMdt ^ c 
/ -C4<t<0 t rn jtm-CARtn<t<tm 
^{x,t)&V{Um) xeBp{x^) 
as m — 00. Therefore there exists subsequence Um such that Um ( . ,0 ) converges 
strongly to i^ G 丑^](^?, N) and this uo is harmonic m a p from M^ onto N. Since 
丑股2(询)< limsupE(u(',tJ) < E(uo). 
m—oo 
So, uo has finite energy. Since R^ conformal to S^\{P}. So by Theorem 1.2 uo 
extends to a smooth harmonic m a p from S^ to N. 口 
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3.2 Finite time Blow-up 
As shown in the previous section, w e know that the limit maps m a y have 
singular points and at these points, blow up occurs. However, when will it happen 
in finite time? In this section we will give two examples to show this will happen, 
due to Chang, Ding k Ye in [1] and Chen & Ding in [3:. 
W e will first consider the case for domain with boundary. Let D^ = {x = 
{xi,X2,0) e R3 ： |xp < 1} and S^ 二 {x e M ^ ： |af = 1}. Consider the evolution 
problem for harmonic m a p u : D^ x [0, T] — S^ 
du . — 2 
—=Au + vu u 
dt 
u{0,x) = uo{x) (3.¾ 
u{t, -)ldD^ = Uo\dD2 
where uo G C^(B^, S^) is given by 
uo{x) = {— sin ho{\x\), cos /io(kl)) (3-3) 
00 
with ho e C\[0,1]) and ho{0) = 0. 
Then a solution u of (3.2) has the form 
u(t,x)= {—smh{t,\x\),cosh{t,\x\)) (3.4) 
00 
with 
dh 1 sin h cos h 
TTT “ ^rr H "r — 9 5 
dt r — 
"(0，r) = 〜(T) (3.5) 
h{t, 0) = ho{0) = 0, h{t, 1) = ho{l) 二 b. 
Then we have the following theorem which can be found in [1] by Chang, Ding 
kYe . 
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that uo e C^{D^, S^) has the form (3.3) with ho{0) = 0 
and |"o(l)| > 7T. Then the solution u of (3.2) with the given initial map uo blows 
up in finite time. 
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In order to prove this theorem, we need the following lemma. Denote r(0)三 
丄 I 1 I sin 4> COS 4> 
4>rr + -0r ； 2 ~ " . 
Lemma 3.9. There exists a family of subsolutions f to the equation 
d(j) “ 、 
i t 二 丁⑷ 
i.e. 
%<-T�f� 
with f satisfies 
lim/^(t,0) 二 oo 
for some T > 0 and / ( t , 1) < b 二 "o( l ) for t G [0,T). 
Proof. Let A > 0, and set 
0([A) = c o s - i ( ^ ^ ) , A > 0 (3.6) 
where 0 < cos_i x < 7r.Then we can check that r{^) 二 0,佩入）=0,(/>(r) > 0 
for r > O.We observed that for r > 0, 
lim 0(r,入)=7T, and lim 0(r,入)=0. A—O A^oo 
N o w let a = 1 + e, where e G (0,1). Define 
久2 — ^2a 
%，A)E^r,A) = cos-i(^^^^). 
Then we see that 6>(r,入)satisfies the equation 
1 a^ sin 6 cos 6 八 
6rr + -Or o — — 二 •. 
r 厂 
N o w set 6>(r) = 6>(r, ^ 0, where /x > 0 will be chosen appropriately large so that 6 
can be as small as we want. For the present, we assume 0{r) satisfy 
cos6{r) > T^^ 1 + e 
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for r G [0,1]. Next, let A(t) be the function defined by the ordinary differential 
equation: 
Y 二 — a � A(0) 二 入0 
where 6 is a small number which we define later. 
Solving it we get 
A(t) = [Aj—_(l — e)^A. 
Set T = " f ^ . Then A(t) is smooth on [0,T), and 入 ⑷ — 0 as t — T. Define 
/ ( t , r ) = (/>(r,A(t)) + % ) . Since 
2X(t) 2afj,r^' 
fr{t, r ) = 他 A(t)) + Or{r)=入2(力）+— + ^ 7 T ^ , 
lim/^(t,0) = oo. (3.7) 
We will call T the blow-up time of f. Now we claim that there exist So = 6o{e, fi) > 
0 such that the function f above satisfy 
% < frr + h - ^ ¾ ^ = r(f) (3.8) 
provided 6 < 6o. Since 
1 sin f cos f 
T ( f ) 二 frr + :^fr ^ 
1 sin((/) + 0) cos{^ + 0) 
=0rr + 0rr + "(0r + ^r) ^ 
= r ' ^ { - sin(0 + e) cos(0 + 6) + sin 0 cos cj) + a^ sin 6 cos 6) 
=r_2((l + ef sin 9 cos 9 — cos(20 + 0) sin 0) 
> r-2[(l + e) sin 0 - cos(2(/> - 0) sin 6' 
esm6 
rjrtQ, 
N o w sin^ = ^ > ^ ? . Therefore r(/) > '^ = e^r^'K 
Also, f 二 f ^ . So, f satisfy 3.8 if 
- ^ ¾ < eir^ V A > 0 , r G ( 0 , l ) 久2 _|_ — 
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which equivalent to 
s2-e _e_ 
1 + 52 - ^ 
where s 二 \ G (0, 00). W e see that m a x i m u m of left hand side exists and depends 
on e, say M(e). So if 
“ ^ 二 知 ， 
then f satisfies 3.8. Moreover, if we choose 6>(1) < b — 7r, where b 二 /zo(l) then 
/(t,l)<&fortG[0,T). 口 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. Let To be the maximal existence time, what we need to 
prove is that To < 00. W e m a y assume that ho(l) = 6 > 沉,otherwise —h is 
a solution of the same equation satisfies the assumption. Suppose not, assume 
To = 00. W e want to prove that there exist to > 0 such that h{to,r) > 0. First 
choose any /i(t,r) = 0(r, Ai(t)) + 6>i(r) in the subsolution family with blow up 
time Ti. Then let n be the positive integer such that 
ho{r) > /i(0,r) - n7T for r G [0,1: 
Let Fi(t,r) 二 /i(t,r) — n7r. Then Fi(t,r) satisfies 
dFi 1 . sin(Fi)cos(Fi) 
~ ^ ^ (Fl)rr + - [ F i ) r ^ ' 
Also, Fi(0, r) < ho{r), Fi(t, 0 ) -―丽 < 0, F\(t, 1) < b — • < b. Therefore 
h(t,r)>Fi(t,r) r G [ 0 , l ] , t G [ 0 , T i ) . 
As t — Ti, h(t,r) > 6>i(r) - (n - l)7r. 
Ifn = l, h(Ti,r)>0i(r)>O. 
If n > 1, we have h(Ti,r) > -(n - l)7r Vr G [0,1:. 
So by continuity of h, there exists ai > 0 such that 
h{Tu r) > ai — (n — l)7r Vr G [0’ 1:. 
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Choose /2(t,r) in the family of subsolutions such that /2(O,r) < ai for r G [0,1 
by choosing Ao and /i large enough and T2 be the blow up time of /2. Let 
F2{t,r) = /2(t,r) 一 {n — l)7r. W e can check that F2 satisfy 
d F 2 d l. . sm{F2) c0s(F2) 
~^ < (^2)rr + -[F2)r -2 • 
with F2(O,r) < h(Tur),F2(t,Q) 二 - ( n — l)7r < O,F2(t,l) < b. 
Therefore "(t+Ti,r) > F2(t,r) and as t — T2, "(T1+T2,r) > & ( r ) - ( n - 2 ) i . So 
if n = 2, we get the result. A n d if n > 2 by same argument, we have h{T1+T2, r) > 
_(n-2)7r for all r e [0, l]and exists a2 > 0 such that h(T1+T2, r) > a2-(n-2)7r. 
Repeat the above process and we get the same result. 
Next we want to prove that there exists t > to and a subsolution f as above such 
that /i(f,r) > /(0,r). First, h must blow up at infinity in the sense that 
limsup \\hr{t, -)llco[o,i] 二 ⑵. 
t—oo 
Otherwise, there exists a sequence tk — 00 such that • , . ) converges to a 
harmonic m a p as k — 00. 
Therefore h(fy,.) converges to 4> which satisfy 
1 sin 4> cos 4> 
^rr + -(|>r ；^~~ =。 
0(O) = O,0(l) = 6. 
Solving it we have 0(r, A) = cos—i ^ . But for this 么 we have 0 < 4> < 1 
Therefore h must blow up at infinity. 
B y L e m m a 3.4 in [2] there exists tk ~> 00 and Afc — 0 such that h{tk, A^r) 一 p{r) 
in C2[o, R] for any R > 0 where f3{r) 二 ±0(r, 1). 
B y L e m m a 2.3 in [2], since we have for some to > 0, /i(to,r) > 0 for r G [0,1]. So 
h(t,r) > 0 for t > to and r e (0,1] which implies p{r) = 0(r, 1). 
Since ^r{0,1) = 2, therefore choose t = tk for large k so that t > to and hr{i, 0) > 
1. B y choose Ao and |Ji large enough so that the subsolution f satisfies h{i, r) > 
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/(0,r). 
Finally, since we have for some t > 0 the solution h of (3.5) satisfies 
h{t,r)>f{0,r) for r e [0,1] 
Then the function f constructed above is a subsolution for the solution h{t, r)三 
h{t + t,r) of (3.5). If To > t + T , where T is the blow-up time of /，then by 
m a x i m u m principle we have 
h[i+t,r)>f{t,r) 
Vr G (0, l),t € (0, T). Since /i(t + t, 0) 二 f{t, 0) = 0, therefore 
/i.(f+t,0)>/.(t,0) VtG(0,T). 
So 
lim h J t ^ t , 0 ) 二 oo. 
t—T 
So, To < t + T which means h blows up in finite time. 口 
Next we consider the case for domain without boundary. W e want to prove that 
the solution to the evolution problem for harmonic maps blows up in finite time if 
the initial m a p belongs to some nontrivial homotopy class and the initial energy 
is small. Before proving the theorem, we need two lemmas first. 
Lemma 3.10. There exists a 6 > 0 depending only on the geometry of M and N 
such that for any to G [0, T ) we have 
- o g ( l + ^ ) < T 
and 
-"�<r 1 + 召(力0) 
已⑴ S 1 一 e(to){exp[^"H^ - to) — 1]} 
for to < t < to + 6{1 + ^ ) where e{t) 二 maXzeM •(., t)). 
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Proof. From the equation for the evolution of e{u) we have 
^ ^ < Ae{u) + C(e{u) + l)e{u) 
dt — 
where the constant depends on the geometry of M and N . 
Then consider 餐 一 A y 二 C{y + l)y with y{to) = e(to). Solving it we have 
,^f+\ — e(to)exp[c(t-to)] 
y、T) — l-e(to){exp[c(t-to)]-l}' 
Therefore, for to < t < to + c—i(l + ^ ) , we have 
“ 、 ： 1 + ^fa) 
则 - l - e ( t o ) { e x p [ c ( t - t o ) ] - l } ' 
For all e > 0 consider yi{t) 二 y{t) + et, then 警 - A y i = C{y + l)y + e. Suppose 
e{u) — y{t) > 0. Consider 
^ i ^ ^ — A ( e i i ) < C{e^^e-y'-y)-e 
at 
二 C ^ e i ) ( e + y + l ) - e 
< Ci{e-y)-e 
Let g{t,x) = e — yi and f{t,x) = exp(_Cit)g, then 
g - A / < e x p ( - C i t ) ( - e ( t + l)). 
dt 
Since e{u) - y{t) > 0, which implies g > 0 and f > 0. Therefore A / < 0 and 
扯 > 0 which have contradiction. So, we must have g < 0 which means 
dt — 
e{u) < y{t) + et 
and implies that e{t) < y{t) + et. Since e is arbitrary, therefore 
-"、< 1 + 唤） 
^ �— l - e ( t o ) { e x p [ C ( t - t o ) - l ] } ' 
Since T is the maximal time, so we have 
力。+ 一 + 由 ) < 了 . 
• 
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Define 
2 
^(R) = ^i^2-n f 丨如|2(力。—J^ 2^ x) exp{-^)^^x),/^dx. 
^ J Bp 
The following l e m m a is a parabolic version of monotonicity inequality, which can 
be found in Chen k Struwe [4] and M.Struwe [14 . 
Lemma 3.11. There exists a constant C > 0 (depending only on M and N) such 
that for 0 < Ri < R2 < min{^, p}. 
$(¾) < 6。(丑2-丑1)$(拖）+ CE{uo){R2 — Rl)-
N o w , we consider the case for domain without boundary which is proved by 
Chen & Ding [3:. 
Theorem 3.6. Assume that M has no boundary and dim M= n > 3. Let T be 
any nontrivial homotopy class in C(M,N) with 
Ej： 二 inf{^u)|ii G ^ n i ^ i ' 2 ( M , R ^ ) } = 0. 
There exists e > 0 such that ifuo G T and E{uo) < e then the solution of (3.1) 
blows up infimte time. Moreover, if[0,T{uo)] is the maximal existence interval 
for the solution, we have T{uo) — 0 as E{uo) ^ 0. 
Proof. Let u be a solution with maximal existence interval [0, T) and small initial 
energy E{uo) < e 
W e first show that if e < e。and 以。G J^, where F is a non-trivial homotopy class, 
then 
sup{e(t) :te [0,T)} = +oo 
where T is the maximal time existence. Suppose not, then there exists a constant 
C > 0 such that e{t) < C for all t G [0,T). If T is finite, by Lemma(3.10), since 
力。+ 一 ( 1 + — ) 《 
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therefore as to — T , log(l + ^ ) — 0 which implies e(to) 一 oo which is a 
contradiction. So T = oo. 
Then, since 
释 ⑷ ） 二 _ r ir{um'dv = -Mu{tmi 
dt JM 
Soe>E{uo)>J^Wr{u{tmldt 
Therefore there exist a sequence U 一 oo such that \\r{u{ti))\\l — 0 as U — 00 
Also ||ii||c2,a([t,-i,t,]xM,iV) < C , and we get \\u{U)\\c2,o.^M,N) < C . Passing to a 
subsequence we have u{U) ^ u^ in C\M, N) with r(^oc) 二 •, which means u^ 
is harmonic and E(uoo) < E{uo) < e. Also we have u ^ e T . If e < eo then u ^ 
must be a constant m a p , which is trivial. So u^o does not exist. Contradiction 
occurs. Therefore sup{e(t) : t G [0,T)} 二 +oo. 
2 
Next step is to prove that there exist ei > 0 such that if e < ei we have T < Ce^ 
where C is a positive constant depending only on M and N . 
Since sup{g(t) : t G [0,T)} - +00, choose U — T such that e{U) — 00. Define 
X�三 log(l + 2 ^ ) 一 0. W e m a y assume that e(t) < e{U) for all t G [0，U . 
Let p be a positive constant less than the injectivity radius of M . Let jn G M such 
that e(u(ti,pi)) = e{U). Let {x^} be the normal coordinates on the ball Bp{pi). 
Define 
2 
$(_R) = i/^2-n j |圳2(力0 — 7^2,一口( — ^ )於 2 (力 ^ ^办 . 
where 0(x)is a smooth real function between 0 and 1 such that (p{x) = 1 for 
^1 < £，0(x) = 0 for |x| > p. B y Lemma(3.10), there exists 6 > 0 such that 
u + X-S < T 
e{t) < 2e{U)^2yU<t<ti^X^iS 
Choose to = U + X^i6. Define Vi(t,x) = u{U + Aft, Xix) where t G 卜\了2力“礼 
X e B、-i C w. Then we have p\ 
Q ^ • 
~^ - AiVi = A'{vi){dvi, dvi) 
dt 
^ o 
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on [-X~\,到 X B^^-i where A^ is the Laplacian with respect to metric g'^^(x)三 
9a/3(^i^)- Then for i large, 
dviW0,0) = X^i\du\^{ti,pi) 
二 log(l + 知 - ⑷ �i 
and 
\dvi\^{t,x) = X^,\du\\U + X^,t, Xix) 
< (2e(t,) + 2)log(l + ^ ) 
< 4 
for {t,x) G [ — A � 2 ‘ ^ X Bp^-i. 
Set ei{t,x) 二 |c^|2(t,rr). 
Then we have 
^ < A . e , + ^(e, + l)e,. 
Let Qi 三[—入「、“ S] X Bpx;i, on any open set Oi C Qi 
QCi 
~7^ < A^e^ + Ci6i. 
ot 




Take Oi = (— min(f,表),f) x Bi C Qi for i large, we have 
3r > 0 such that 
全 < " 綱 〜 ^ ^ 义 , 恤 " 力 ) 告 
Since ei < 4, 0 < ^ < e, exp d in 0 , and v 7 > | for i large. W e have 
1 < ri / \dvi\^ \dVidt, 
Joi 
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where u = J ^ ^ . N o w consider 
2  
^R) = |i^2-n f 丨圳2(亡。—R^^x) e x p { - ^ ) ( p ^ x ) ^ J ^ d x . 
^ J Bp 
where 0 < R < min{p, v ^ } 三 瓜 . B y Lemma(3.11), we have 
^{R) < e^^^{R^) + CeRo 
¢ ( ¾ ) < eRl-n 
T h u s , 嘲 < e{Rl-^e^^ + CRo) for 0 < R < Ro. 
For R^ = \明2 where f < S�< 6 + min(f,表）we have 
入 广 - [ \ d u { u + xKs-s'))\'dv 〜 
=寻2—” f |圳2(力。—炉,工), 
6 � 
/^罕 
< 2- 2 e^^{R) 
2 
< aRl'^e 
for some constant a > 0. 
O n the other hand, we have 
[\dvi{t)\dVi 二 A?-n [ \du{U + Aft)lW. 
JBr JB� 
So, for - m i n ( f ,叙 < t 二 5 一 S�< f), 
[\dvi{t)\dVi < aRl'^e. 
JBi 
A n d we have 1 < CB^-�, where C is a constant depends on M and N . N o w 
let ei = C — 1 , - 2 . if e < ei, then 1 < • ^“. B y definition of Ro we must have 
R^ = y ^ , which means t^ < Ce. B y definition of to and take i — 00 we have 
T<Ce^ . ° 
Corollary 3.1. Let M be as in Theorem (3.6) For any constant K > 0 there 
exists e 二 e(i^) > 0 such that if the initial map satisfies: 
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1. \duo\{x) < K for all x G M and 
2. E{uo) < e, 
then the solution u of (3.1) exists for all t > 0. Moreover, as t — +oo, ^ x(t) 
converges to a constant map. 
Proof. Let u be the solution with \duo\ < K on M and E{uo) < e. Let K be 
fixed. W e want to show that e{t) < C for all t > 0, provided e is small enough. 
Suppose not, then by the proof of Theorem 3.6 we get T < C e ^ , if 6 < ei. O n 
the other hand, we also have there exist a 6 > 0 such that T > Slog(l + ^ ) - So, 
if e small enough, we have contradiction. Therefore we must have e(t) < C for 
all t > 0. B y the proof of Theorem 3.6 , we get u{t) subconverges to a constant 
harmonic m a p Uoo since E{uoo) < 已 口 
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3.3 Energy Identity 
In Section 1 we have shown that u will converges to a harmonic m a p on M x (0, oo) 
except finitely m a n y points. At these singular points, w e can construct harmonic 
maps (fj : S^ — N. A n d the energy satisfies 
m 
lim E{u{U)) — E{u{T)) >Y,E{^j) 
t " T j=i 
In this section, w e want to prove that the above inequality is an equality.Now we 
prove a l e m m a first. 
Lemma 3.12. Let u G 护气0, N)，1 < p < 2. There exists e �> 0 such that if 
E{u) < €o then 
\u 一 uWH^,P(Di) < C[\\Vu\\LP{D) + Wr{u)WLP(D)], 
1. 
where u is the mean value ofu over the unit disk D. 
Proof. Assume u = 0 otherwise set v = u - u. Consider 
A ^ + A{u){Vu, \/u) = a = r(u) G LP(B) 
First for 1 < p < 2, let 小 be a cut-off function between 0 and 1 such that ^{x) 二 0 
on boundary of D, 0(x) 二 1 on disk of radius | denoted by Ds^. Then 
A(0n)| < C{\V{^u)\\Vu\ + |Vn| + \u\ + H) 
Therefore 
| H k p < C||A(0n)||p 
< C\\\V{^u)\\Vu\\\p^ ||Vtx||p+ ||^ ||p+ IHIp) 
Since 
|^^||p < C\\Vu\\p 
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and 
\\V{^u)\\Vu\\\p < \\Vu\\2\\V{^u)\\q 
where q = ^ So, | | H k p < C(||Vn||2||V(HII. + W\p + M^)Wp)' S i — 
u 立 < C\\Vu\\p, therefore 
2 - p — 
|V((Hllg < C\\V^u\\p 
Therefore if E{u) < 去 then, WMkp < C{\\Vu\\p^D + \\r{u)\\p,D)-
But W M k p > M k p , D s > M k p , D , - So we get the result. 
Next for p=2. Let n be an open set such that Di CC ^ C Ds C L^Then by 
interior L^-estimate 
M2,2,D, < C{\\Vu\\2^D + lkWI|2,D + l|Vt^||4,D3) 
But V^||4D3 <C||V^||4^3 <C(||Vii||2 + ||^ ||2)- So we get the result. • 
‘ ^ '^ 1 
Theorem 3.7. Let u, be a sequence of maps m H^^^{D,N) with hounded energy 
E{ui) < C where D is the unit disk. Assume that 
1. u, converge strongly to uo m Hlf^{D\{0},N), but not H��D,N�strong; 
and 
2. the L^-norms of the tension fields r{ui) are uniformly hounded. 
(仏 JMu,)^<C) 
Then there exist a subsequence, sUll denoted by Ui, and a finite set of harmonic 
maps ifj : S^ — N (j = 1,..., m) such that 
m 
lim E{ui) = E{uo) + Y ^ E{i^j). 
i—00 . 1 
户1 
Proof. Since m — u^ in H^^\D\Ds, N) for all 5 G (0,1). W h a t we want to prove 
becomes 
m 
lim lim E{ui, Ds) = V 五(灼） 
<5—0 i—oo ^~^ 
J=1 
C O 
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Assume the first bubble is obtain as following: 
For some 0 < \ — 0 and Xi 一 0, let 
Ui{x) = Ui{xi + Xi{x - Xi)) 
which converge strongly to a harmonic m a p ih :股？ — N in H^^^{DR) for all 
R > 1 with finite energy. 
Then ifi 二 7T*#i is the first harmonic sphere with energy as 也 where 7r : 
S^\{N} ~> R2 is the stereoprojection. 
Set A{6, R, i) = {x e R2 ： \R < |x —而| < 6}. Then we want to prove 
lim lim lim E{ui, Ds\A{6, R,i)) = E{^i) 
R—oo 5—0 i—oo 
First, let [n, Oi) be the polar coordinates centre at x,. Let f : M x S — M ^ given 
by n 二 e-t, 6i 二 Q for (t, 6) G R x S. Since R x S has the metric g = dt^ + d0\ 
Then we have (/-”*“ = ^ds^. 
Fixed R > 0 large and 6 > 0 small enough. Let Vi = f �= Ui{f{t,6)), then 
E{u,,A{6,R,z)) = E{vi,B,) where B, = [|log^|,|log(A,i^)|] x S. Then we have 
the following properties: 
(1) Vi : (I log^|, oo) X S — N as a solution to 
t\v�+ A{v^^vi, Vvi) 二 OH = r{vi) 
Then 
||r(^ )||i2= [ rM^i)l'dx < 6'C 
JDs{xi) 
So if 8 is small, we have a small L^-norm of r{vi). Also the L^-norm is small. 
(2) For any u G H � D , N), define ^u) = cj){u)dz^ by 
4>{u) = ]u:,l^ - \uy\^ - 2V^u^ • Uy 
If u is harmonic, we have ^{u) is holomorphic, i.e. d^{u) 二 0 where d 二 |(羞 + 
^ 3 1悬 ) . S i n c e d(|){u) = ^ — V^Uy) • ( 丁 ⑷ ) ， s o 
d^{u)l < |V^ x||r(i/) 
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and w e get 
Wd^{ui)WL^ < j |V^ ||r(n)| 
< E{ui)^lr{ui)WL2 < C 
Let (j){ui) = 4>i, by general Cauchy integral formula, 
^ H D , ” — D , d e 
where p e (0, l].Then 
丨 丨 一 丨 _ = 鮮 广 叫 ^ 拳 
< 1 . [ 皿 狐 + 2 [ [ ^ 敲 
- J D s JdDp 1^ — ^1 Jos JD, “ - ^ 
N o w choose p 二 I. Since i^ 一 uo strongly in H^^\D\{0}, N), so in a neighbor-
hood F of dDp such that {0}茫 F, we have the estimate E(Ui, F) < 2e for i large. 
Then 
[ [ 遞 狐 < [ [ ^ d O , . 
Jos JdD, 1^  — 1^ JDs JdD, “ — ^ 
< C6 [ \Vu\^dO < cs 
— JdDp 
A n d the second term, 
f [ lMli^0dz < cs[ idum^ < cs 
JDe JD, 1^-^ JDp 
So, if 6 is small we have small L^-norm of 4>{ui) and so is cj){vi). 
N o w we begin our prove by induction. First assume there is only one bubble. 
W h a t we need to prove is B{vi, Bi) is arbitrary small if 8 is small and R,i large. 
By above we have for all e > 0, 3^ > 0 such that ||r(Vi)||ii,||T(i;i)||" and 
l4>{Vi)WL^ < 已 
Let To 二 | log^ Then since Vi ~> i;o = / � o if^'^-strongly on 尸财=[^o,^o + 
M ] X S for all fixed M > 0 as i ~> oo, so we have 
E{vi, PW) ~> E{uo, Ds\Dse-^) 
CK 
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Assume E{uo,Ds) < | for small d. Then for all M > 0, there exists i{M) such 
that 
E{vi, Pu) < 是 + E(uo, Ds\Dse-M) < 臺 
for all z > z(M). Next let T, 二 | log(A^| and QM,i 二 P； _ 风 Tj x S. By same 
argument we have E M u , i ) < | if ^  > 稱 First we claim that there exists 
I > 0 such that if i > I then 
[ 陶 2 < e 
J[t,t+l]xS 
for t G [To, Ti — 1 . 
Suppose not, i.e. as i 一 00,¾ such that 
f \Vvi\^ > e 
J[ti,ti+l]xS 
Observed that U — Tb and T, — U must tends to oo. Let s 二 t — U, then 
[ |V%|2= [ \Vvi\^ > e 
J[UM+^ ]^ S J[0,l]xS 
where Vi{t,x) 二 v^ + U,x). Assume v, — v^ weakly in ^ L ' ( ^ x S,N) and 
||r(n,)|U2 < C. Then |T(%)| — 0 in L^(M x 外 Now if 将 — v ^ strongly, then 
v � i s a non-constant harmonic map with finite energy which will give a harmonic 




for all r > 0, then also we have a second harmonic sphere. Therefore we must 
have 
I |V%|2 < e 
J[t,t+l]xS 
for all t G [To, Ti — 1 . 
Let di,t = m e a n value of Vi over [t, t + 1] x S. 
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Since 丑2，2 c c ^ for 7 G (0,1). So 
IK-^||J([t,t + l ] x 5 , i V ) < C e i 
Let n be an integer such that d 二 � < 1. Define h = To+kd for k 二 1, 2,..., n. 
N o w denote ^ =叫， P = [To,Tj x 5, Pk == [tfc,4+i] x 乂 ^ 二 {力&} 乂 S. Let 
“⑴ 二 R ^ value linear function such that h[tk) = mean value of v over Sk. Then 
A(v - h)+A{v){Vv,Vv) = a 
- [ < A { v - h ) , v _ h > = / <A-a,v-h> 
Jp^ ^Pk 
So, 
[sHv — hV < Cei f |V^P + |a|+ / _ (^ - h) • VtdO 
Jp, — JPk ^^ fc+i JSk 
S u m over k ,we get 
j |v(^-/i)|2 < Cei j (|Vvp + |a|) + j^ - j^ {v - h) • VtdO 
< Ce^{E{v) + Ce) 
Since h is independent of 0. Therefore 
j \ve\^<Ce-^E{v) + Ce 
But \vt\^ < \^{v)\ + |v0|2. So 
J \ve\^<CeiE{v)^Ce 
A n d we get E{v) < (1 — Ce^Y^Ce < Ce which we prove the case for 1 bubble. 
Next we start our induction. Here we prove the case m 二 2 only. For more 
bubble, apply the same method and will give the same result. 
N o w if m = 2, then 
[ \^ Vi\^  < e 
J[t,t+l]xS 
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for t e [To, Ti — 1] does not hold. So, w e have two case. 
(1) y.— ”⑴ strongly in H^^^ and give a non-constant harmonic m a p (p2 
(2) Vi has energy concentration near some point p and after rescaling we get a 
second bubble. 
N o w let U - To = Ai and 7；； — U 二 氏.Observed that both A , and 双 — o o as 
i — 00. W h a t w e need to prove is 
lim E{vi, [ - A — i, B — i] X S) 二 E(v^2) 
i—OQ 
For case (1), since m = 2 , therefore no other energy concentration and the energy 
of ip2 is given by 
E{Lp2) 二 lim lim E[u^,卜从，M] x S) 
…乂 M—ooi—oo 
So, we need to show E{v,, [ — A , — M ] x 5) and E{v,, [M, B,] x 約 is small provide 
6 is small and i, R, M large enough. 
Since% — ^00 strongly on [-A,, -M]xS, soE{v“ [ — A , -M]xS) 一 E{u^,^\D,M) 
as i — 00 
So，E{vi, [-Ai, - M ] X S) can be very small. Similar result holds for E{vi, [M, Bi] x 
S). For case (2), assume p=(0,l). Since only two bubbles, therefore only one bub-
ble in (—1,1) X S and the energy of second bubble is given by 
E{ip2) = limE{vi,{-l,l)xS) 
i—OQ 
B y similar arguments, energy 明 on ( - A , —1) x S and (1, B,) x S are very small. 
So we finish our proof. 口 
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